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Left: Karin Lindstén. Cast (1), 2019. Digital print, 70 x 40 cm
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Shelters and Vulnerability 
One of the first projects I executed at 
Malmö Art Academy revolved around 
a bomb shelter my granddad built  
out of fear that the Soviets would 
invade Sweden. A shell of concrete  
to protect the fragile body. 
 I spent so much time on my couch 
that I almost became a part of it. My 
fears might not have been about being 
followed by KGB agents or the bomb, 
but they were about survival. 
 Political philosopher Adriana 
Cavarero claims that the body’s vul-
nerability is what defines the human 
condition.2 It’s one of the things we 
might regard as fundamental to exist-
ence. Creating protection to overcome 
the body’s fragility becomes a form  
of resistance, a desire for life itself.  
A survival strategy in which you  
create various systems and an alter-
nate conception of the world. Being 
sick can thus be a way of vibrating 
within the human condition. As  
the historian Karin Johannisson de-
scribes it, “Being sick means allowing 
yourself feelings of weakness and 
insufficiency. It is the establishment 
of a language between your body, your 
self, and your community.”3 And it 
can provide rest, refuge, comfort, and 
power; being sick as a language.

A Voyage into Intimate Spaces

“If moonstruck horrors haunt thy restless head,
All-hopeless pity here shall take her stand”
—George Dyer, “Ode VI” 1

Intimacy of Emptiness
In The Poetics of Space, the philosopher 
Gaston Bachelard introduces the term 
“topoanalysis,” defined as “the sys-
tematic psychological study of the 
sites of our intimate lives.” 4 He applies 
his phenomenological gaze to lived- 
in spaces and architecture as a creator 
of images. In the chapter on “drawers, 
chests, and wardrobes,” Bachelard 
likens these sealed spaces to secret, 
psychological hideaways. He claims 
that without these objects, and their 
empty insides, our lives would lack 
a model of intimacy. These instances 
of enclosure, through their intimate 
qualities, become hybrid objects: 
subject-objects.5

 In his seminar on the ethics  
of psychoanalysis, Jacques Lacan 
relates “The Object and the Thing,”  
a curious, beautiful little story  
about a collection of matchboxes 
owned by his friend Jacques Prévert. 
Prévert’s matchboxes were: 

all the same and were laid out  
in an extremely agreeable way that 
involved each one being so close 
to the one next to it that the little 
drawer was slightly displaced,  
as a result, they were all threaded 
together so as to form a contin-
uous ribbon that ran along the 

mantelpiece, climbed the wall, 
extended to the moulding. … I don’t 
say that it went to infinity, but it 
was extremely satisfying from an 
ornamental point of view.6

The collection, according to Lacan, 
transforms the matchboxes’  status  
as objects. Also, the collection’s 
strange nature, its structure, and  
the repetition of the empty space  
in the displacement highlights their 
“thingness” as matchboxes. As Lacan 
puts it, “A mutant form of something 
that has so much more importance  
for us that it occasionally can take  
on a moral meaning; it is what we call 
a drawer.” 7 It seems unlikely to be a 
coincidence that this lecture occurred 
just a year after the publication of The 
Poetics of Space. Bachelard and Lacan 
both fixed their gazes on the spaces 
that confront the psyche itself, and its 
interiority; that is, the spaces of the 
unconscious — the unconscious of the 
house.

Entropy and the Cast
The casting mould has a quality of 
intimacy, created when its surface  
is put into contact with the original, 
an intimacy that makes the copy and 
the reproduction possible. I am in-
terested in the potential of repetitive 
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collection, like Prévert’s matchboxes, 
and what the collection can do for the 
individual object. In my granddad’s 
bunker, there were two thousand 
tins of sardines in oil from the 1980s. 
While those tins were lying in there, 
waiting for decades for the war to 
erupt, they gradually sprang leaks.  
I started to make casts of them,  
to preserve them anew. A futile act  
of caring, a transformation of a col-
lection, and a strategy of repetition 
intended to bring the object itself 
into view.

“The Thing will always be represented  
by emptiness, precisely because it cannot  
be represented by anything else — or more 
exactly because it can only be represented  
by something else. … All art is characterized 
by a certain mode of organization around 
this emptiness.” 8 

In 1965, Bruce Nauman made a  
casting of the space beneath his chair 
and called it A Cast of the Space under 
My Chair. Art critic Rosalind Krauss 
claims that this act is an invocation  
of space itself, a marking of a spot,  
and that casting this space is a 
way to emphasise entropy.9 Rachel 
Whiteread’s works exhibit a similar 
attitude to negative space. Her insides 
of houses and objects can be viewed 
as acts of allowing the emptiness of 
the domestic to take form — the ghostly 
presence of absence. 
 Robert Smithson is another artist 
who viewed casting as a way to theo-
rise entropy. For him, geology, erosion, 
and the crust of the earth are all just 
large casts, and fossils in particular 
are simply nature’s way of creating 
castings. He viewed the earth as a geo-
graphical fiction of imprints, where 
geological deposits, natural imprints, 
and fossils become “natural copies,” 
which capture a certain point in the 
entropic process, making a cast where 
the human hand is completely absent.
 This natural casting has an inti-
mate quality that I try to preserve.  
A trace or fragment that remains  
in contact with everyday existence. 

When I lived in Vienna, during  
the spring of 2018, I started to make 
castings of the insides of the limited 
number of objects that I had brought 
along in my suitcase. The inside of  
a jeans pocket, the inside of a book, 
the inside of an envelope my mother 
sent me. A manifestation of empti-
ness, a process of occupying space  
in the world.
 I often think of sleep as mould-
ing — sleeping as a gradual moulding 
of the body’s shape into the mattress. 
Around the turn of the twentieth 
century, it was thought that mental 
illness was best treated with bedrest, 
like physical illness. The patients at 
asylums and hospitals were supposed 
to remain horizontal, tucked into 
hospital beds, and prescribed “bed-
side treatment in monitored wards.” 10 

I think of all those mattresses, shaped 
by their bodies. I think of the negative 
shapes of two heads in the pillows in 
Felix Gonzalez-Torres’s piece Untitled 
(Billboard) (1991). The traces of two 
lovers, kept apart by time and death. 

Interior Investigations
In her video work Les Goddesses (2011), 
Moyra Davey calls herself a “flâneuse 
who never leaves her apartment.” The 
image of the artist as a house dweller 
is something I can identify with.
 I think most of my works have ger-
minated in my bed, or on my couch, 
from the kitchen floor, in various 
states of waiting, boredom, or blank-
ness. As though these spaces, in their 
absolute emptiness, could catalyse a 
state; an inner journey, or perhaps, 
rather, an escape. 
 Davey lets her flat, her space, be-
come a semiautobiographical room in 
which she creates fictional narratives 
woven from proximal, lived, and con-
structed narratives. On a journey from 
the extremely mundane, dusty book-
shelf she’s documenting to narratives 
taken from myth and fiction that she 
weaves into her own personal story. 
 The fixed point of the Odyssey is the 
site of a return: a house, an emotional 
architectural container with a woman 

inside (Penelope). The end of the 
journey offers a final refuge. In the 
myth, the man becomes synonymous 
with adventure and voyage, and the 
woman becomes synonymous with 
home. In this way, woman and home 
become indistinguishable, and the 
woman becomes the home.12 Based 
on that trope, I think it is an exciting 
approach to take home as the point 
of departure for a new kind of voyage 
and to explore new narratives in inti-
mate spaces within the world that  
we live in. Seeing these lived-in spaces 
as sites to be deconstructed is a posi-
tion I often revisit in my practice. 
 Janine Antoni’s performance and 
installation piece Slumber (1993) 
inserts the idea of internal space into 
the realm of dreams. For the work, 
Antoni slept in a gallery space and 
had an electroencephalographical 
monitor record her eye movements 
during the night. These patterns, 
which were recorded while she 
dreamed, were woven into a blanket 
in the daytime, when she would sit 
in the gallery and weave. About this 
work she has said: “What if the fabled 
adventures of Ulysses, upon his return 
to Ithaca, had never taken place but 
were instead and in fact Penelope’s 
dreams, ‘the monsters of the psy-
che’?” 13

 I continue to find some of my  
greatest inspiration in early avant- 
garde film. These are works that 
remind us of the possibilities offered 
by the limitations of the medium  
of film. Maya Deren always induces 
in me a state of falling, or falling into 
myself. Groping for reality, a sensa- 
tion like being stuck in a reflection, 
a dissolution of the boundary separat-
ing the internal from the external.  
The mirror reflection is a recurring 
image, as in Meshes of the Afternoon 
(1943), in which the subject (Deren)  
is seen in a shattered mirror.
 Another artist who explores the 
boundaries of the body and attempts 
to reconstruct its relationship to 
the outside world is Rebecca Horn. 
Her video work BerlinÜbungen in neun 
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stücken (1974 – 75) includes a scene 
in which she uses one of her “body 
extensions”— a costume made out of 
mirrors. The camera moves across a 
body covered in mirrors, which reflect 
the surrounding landscape. The body 
is placed in a state of dialogue with 
the external; it becomes a mirror, 
becomes nature, and becomes vegeta-
tion. It asks: Where is my boundary, 
where do I end, where does the outside 
world begin? Or where do I end, and 
where does “nature” begin? 

“The mirror is a placeless place. In the 
mirror I see myself where I am not, in an 
unreal, virtual space that opens up behind 
the surface; I am over there, where I am not, 
a sort of shadow that gives my own visibility 
to myself; that enables me to see where I am 
absent.” 14

The Thinking Body 
My spine is crooked; it winds its way 
through my body. A doctor once told 
me that this was because I didn’t 
drink enough milk as a child. I refused 
to drink milk when I was a child, 

because I believed it would make  
me feminine. Milk came from breasts, 
teats, and made you strong and filled 
you out. I didn’t want any part of 
that. And, so, I grew up all crooked. 
I don’t know if what the doctor told 
me is true. If so, it would be almost as 
though my body has plotted a graph 
of my ambivalent relationship to this 
dangerous femininity.
 In Den tänkande kroppen (The think-
ing body), Irene Mathis writes about 
the hysteric: 

The body generates the presence 
of an absence. It gives signs, not 
 of what has been lost, but of the 
loss itself. The materiality of the 
body, then, is not employed by  
the hysteric as a means for the 
creation of a symbolic expression 
of something else, but rather  
for re-enacting the loss. … You 
could say that the body serves as  
a stage, upon which a >>movement<< 
enters and performs something,  
as though it were >>the somatic<<. 
In a state of hysteria, the movement 

or the execution of pantomimic 
representation is afforded the same 
status as the manifest material of 
a dream, and must be analysed the 
same way: not as a natural move-
ment of the body, but as fragments 
removed from their function.15

Fragments removed from their function.  
A language of this kind, according  
to Mathis, could be “compared to the 
few, single-word phrases we learn 
first when we take up a new language: 
bread, water, chair. Saying ‘bread’ 
is simply to point to the bread. The 
word has not yet been abstracted 
from the concrete bread, and thus,  
it cannot be used symbolically.” 16  
It is a fragment stripped of its func-
tion. An empty gesture, a symbol  
that does not refer to anything beyond 
itself. The gestures of the hysteric 
fascinate me, as images of a wordless 
language for the things that cannot  
be expressed. An empty space, nega-
tive space, a movement attempting  
to express nothingness itself.

Karin Lindstén. We meet at Full Moon and Fight — Introducing the Wrestlers Victoria Benedictsson and Anne Sexton, 2019; and Support, 2019. 4k video, 8.05 min, 
and steel. Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM2 Gallery, Malmö, 2019
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“Language: the establishment of a relation-
ship with reality. Enter into a relationship 
with reality — enter it, be crushed, be crushed 
to muck, disappear, and keep disappearing 
even more. Daring to have a language. Dar-
ing to enter into a relationship with reality. 
Exposing yourself to sacrifice: and always.” 17

Reading Ann Jäderlund’s Poems 
Written while Watching Repulsion 
while Watching Repulsion
Ann Jäderlund wrote a suite of poems 
titled Repulsion Polanski. The suite can 
be read as a single long poem, which 
she wrote while watching  Roman 
Polanski’s psychological horror film 
Repulsion (1965). You could say that 
what she does in these poems is 
 translate the film, or her viewing  
of it, into poetical form. 
 One night, I took out djupa kärlek 
ingen (Deep love nobody), the collec-
tion of poems that includes this suite, 
switched on Repulsion, and started 
watching while reading through the 
book of poems on my lap, reading the 
film through Jäderlund’s gaze: 

vara  i  ansiktet  som
om  det  vore  kläder  jag  tittar   
 med  stora  ögon
att  vara  ett  objekt  för  andras   
 tankar  kanin
en  kanin  inbäddad  i  kött
som  päls  utanför  i  sig  själv   
 med  en  svag
hinna  plötsligt  naken

(being in the face as 
if it was clothes I look with  
 big eyes
being an object for others’  
 thoughts rabbit
a rabbit folded in flesh
as fur outside in itself with a weak 
coat suddenly naked)

Repulsion, particularly through its 
architecture and objects, offers many 
images that I’ve returned to in several 
of my own works: a fragmented mind 
revealing itself in the architecture and 
the interior. The image of a woman on 
the verge of mental breakdown, alone 

in a flat whose rooms are distorted 
by her mental states, holds a powerful 
attraction for me and is an example 
of how art and film can depict things 
that are hidden in the real world. To 
have the external reflect the internal 
is a bizarre longing of sorts. As though 
it were actually possible to skin a 
 rabbit and see its insides, understand 
it, dissect bodies and spaces, unfold 
the hidden. Let it reveal itself to us  
on the screen.
 Being completely exposed and 
objectified by the gaze — more spe-
cifically, the male gaze — eventually 
drives Repulsion’s protagonist, Carol,  
to succumb to psychosis and com - 
mit murder. The viewer also plays  
a part in that gaze, and this produces 
in  female viewers the contradictory 
sensation of both seeing and being 
seen — a dual vision, a product  
of the idea of “woman as image,  
man as bearer of the look,” as Laura 
Mulvey writes in “Visual Pleasure  
and  Narrative Cinema.” 19 
 The act of reading Ann Jäderlund’s 
poems written while watching Repul-
sion while watching Repulsion gives rise 
to an image of reading and writing 
works, the translation between them, 
and the significance of the gaze in film. 
Jäderlund’s poem follows the plot  
of the film and the character of 
Carol as she descends into escapism, 
psychosis, and murder. In Jäderlund’s 
poetic translation, there is another 
eye, a new layer, the eye of a beholder 
who sees; the eye, the straight razor, 
the nightgown, the skinned rabbit, 
the woman on the bed, the warped 
rooms and the cracks … But Jäder-
lund also sees what being seen is like. 
Through new eyes, I’m hurled back 
into the film’s spaces, only with a new 
language, a translation in which I am 
able to exist. “The fantasy of being.” 20 
Like a phenomenological study of 
the dual nature of vision — the act of 
seeing and being seen, or, as Jäderlund 
puts it: “Experience is an alternating 
field.” 21

An Other Space:  
A Shelter of  Ambiguity
I spent so much time on my couch that I 
almost became a part of it. My fears might 
not have been about being followed 
by KGB agents or the bomb, but  
they were about survival. I under-
stand the desire to build a bunker. I 
can see similarities between designing 
strategies and systems based on  
a survivalist ethos and the strate-
gies and systems I use in my artistic 
 practice. Entering into an alternate 
reality, creating your own universe;  
a refuge from the outside world. 
 If we think of the shelter as a  
construct, ought we also think of it  
as a construct for exclusion? That is, 
who is the place for? Whose utopia? 
When Jäderlund writes about the 
“fantasy of being,” it is a dream of  
a place, and, importantly, a place that  
is free from something. Free from expec-
tations, maybe? From the male gaze? 
An other space. I want to return  
to Foucault’s idea of the mirror as  
a “placeless place” and his concept  
of the “heterotopia.” One of the prin-
ciples of heterotopias is that they 
are places that can be positioned in 
several ways at once, even seemingly 
incompatible ones; spaces that can  
be both open and closed, or isolated 
and penetrable. Spaces constructed 
from contradictions.22 Present and  
absent. I’d like to borrow Foucault’s 
idea of this ambiguous nonplace  
and use it as a metaphor for a shelter 
as a space used within an artistic 
practice.
 While I’ve been writing this essay, 
I’ve also been making sketches of 
a shelter just like that, a place just 
like that. It is a shelter that writes 
narratives that provide space for the 
shattered, a place where nothing can 
be reclaimed and emptiness can be 
owned, where you can enter into its 
nooks and crannies, and the body’s 
portrayal of them. Understanding the 
boundary between the body and the 
external world as a stage upon which 
unexpected dialogues are performed. 

That would be nice …
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